
 

The sun has got his hat on! 

PSHE + RE 

Milestones in Family Life 

   Developing rules for the classroom, 
discuss important events in life e.g.              
birth, birthday, first word, tooth,            
step etc.  

Discuss what is important in a wedding and 
a Christening /baptism 

Act out a Christening  

Explore death and how we deal with sad 
ti   

Art/DT 

Clay—seasons tiles 

             night light holders 

Trees—charcoal lines/colour wash background/finger 
painting leaves and blossom 

Leaves—pattern 

Collage—seasons (materials) 

Cooking 

Literacy 

Fiction—Stories with familiar settings 

               Stories with repeating patterns 

Non-Fiction—Labels, lists and captions 

                      Information texts 

Poetry—Songs and repetitive poems 

               Poems with pattern and rhyme 

 

 

PE 

Games— Bouncing and catching 

 

Dance—  Christmas dance 

Gymnastics—travelling in different ways 

Dance related to topic—Seasons and growth 
–exploring poetry and music with these 
themes  

Geography 

The UK  and  its different countries– what it 
looks like   Where it is in the world—some 
familiar features 

Seasons 

Weather 

Compass directions 

Science 

Seasons 

The Sun—movement, facts, safety 

Weather 

Migration 

Hibernation 

Nocturnal animals 

Shadows 

Numeracy 

Counting 

Number language 

Place value 

Addition 

Subtraction 

Shape 

 

 

 

The challenge: 

 

Become a weather forecaster  for a day in the St John’s  

studios  !  Be filmed telling the weather to the eager public—do 
           

Music 

Finding out about Duration as long and short 
sounds –play games use instruments and 
bodies to make sounds –identify on tracks 
of music 

Singing songs  

Finding out about Pitch as high and low 
sounds –identify in tracks of music  , play 
games show using instruments or body 
percussion 

 

ICT 

Use digital cameras to take photograph of 
each other 

Understand use of algorithms  

Write & test simple programs  

Use logical reasoning to make predictions  

Organise, store, retrieve & manipulate data  
Communicate online safely and respectfully  
Recognise uses of IT outside of school  
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